
Washing hints for beginners



Washing hints for beginners! How to wash different types of clothes?

Washing instructions for beginners and first-time washers!
 
The first step is always the hardest. At some stage, the time comes when every-
one has to wash his or her own clothes for the first time without Mum’s help … 
and then you ask yourself: how do I wash different types of clothes?

No reason to panic! We will help you take the first steps in the world of clothes 
washing.
 
Washing clothes is not difficult, but there are a few basic rules that need to 
be adhered to so that you can continue to enjoy wearing your favourite shirts, 
tops, sweatshirts or jeans.
 
Sort the clothes correctly in advance!

Depending on the space available, it would be an advantage to sort the clothes 
in laundry baskets before going to the washing machine. 
To put it simply, a white shirt will almost certainly be grey after being washed 
with black socks.
Therefore, if you’re going to wash on your own then do it the right way! Sort 
your clothes!
  
1. Different colours  

By now you will all have gathered that unfortunately it is not possible to wash 
dark clothes along with light coloured items. If you are the proud owner of a 
new, brightly-coloured piece of fashion we recommend washing it separately 
and inside out on the first occasion.
New clothes often lose colour in the first wash and ruin a whole wash load with 
their fresh dye – after that nothing will be the same again.
Separate coloured and white clothes and preferably wash black clothes on their 
own. Always wash new items on their own first time round.

2. Different materials

It goes without saying: silk underwear definitely needs to be washed differently 
to a t-shirt (cotton or synthetic). So, separate them!
If you wish, you can wash “hot wash” items such as socks, underwear etc  
separately at up to 60 degrees without any problem. However, the quality of 
detergent available today makes this unnecessary. Therefore you can wash 



socks with pullovers, t-shirts, sweatshirts etc at a lower temperature without 
any cause for worry.

The bottom line: always sort by colour and, roughly, by material!

How do I choose the most effective and most economical temperature?

A 30 degree wash will gently clean normally soiled clothes with care and help 
them last longer.

Most clothes like pullovers, knitwear and shirts are made of cotton, possibly 
with added synthetic fiber like polyamide, polyester or polyacrylic. They can 
take a wash of up to 40 degrees without shrinking! But, just in case, be sure to 
check the label which should be in every item.
Don’t overdo it – a gentle wash at 30 degrees is preferable. That way your 
clothes will hold their shape and last longer. And you will save water and  
electricity thus protecting the environment.

Of course hand-wash items don’t go in the washing machine.

Now a few more basic tips for you....
 
■  Fill the drum ONLY up to the mark ! MAX BELADUNG !
■  Remove the clothes as soon as the cycle is finished. Damp clothes will start to 

smell musty if left in the machine for a few days – not to mention the mould.
■  Check and empty all pockets before washing.
■  Close zippers and buttons – this helps to keep the clothes in shape.
■  Never put stretch jeans in the dryer.
■  Always wash and iron jeans and t-shirts with prints on the wrong side.

We hope we have helped you a little on the road to “independent washing”.  
Now, pluck up the courage and take the next step by washing on your own and 
gain another bit of independence!

Good Luck!

Your EasyWash team

Schneidereit GmbH
Kärntener Straße 19 · 42697 Solingen (Germany)
info@schneidereit.com · www.schneidereit.com
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